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a. Yoga

Yoga session was held under the guidance

of experts from Ramakrishna math,

Hyderabad. Yoga for girls was exclusively

conducted at the hostel premises and the

students leamt different postures of body to

maintain physical as well as mental fitness.

The practice of yoga filled the students with

excitement.
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Yoga became an integral part of human beings these days and is acquired in every

walk of life. To shine in personal and professional life one needs concentration and

peace of mind. This can be attained through the practice of yoga. lt eases off pressure

and keeps afloat the human body and mind. The primordial practice of lndian tradition

yoga stood as the cynosure of the induction programme.

b. Cricket

The students played cricket in the spacious cricket ground of VITS campus. Students of
participated in this lucrative game and have shown their sports sprit. Cricket was

conducted for the students on different days in different schedules. The practical

exposire worked really well in establishing rapport with others and leadership.

c. Volley ball

The game was played with great gusto

by the students in the volley ball court of

VITS. Under the supervision of the

Physical Trainers the students played

the game in a good spirit.

d. Throw ball

Throw ball was played on the campus where the students were exuberated to relish the
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e. Basketball

Basketball was played in the sports ground with a good number of students participating

in it. The game brought in a rapport among the students and team spirit emerged in

them.

f. Table tennis

Table tennis was held for the students in the premises of the campus where the young

budding engineers showcased their innate talent.

g. Athletics

The 10k , 5k and so on serve as the best examples in spreading a cause like AIDS

awareness, tree plantation, swachch Hyderabad , etc.

ll. Universal Human Values

Mr. G. Sai Prasanna Kumar is a sustainability and resilience expert. He is a Director

of SAGES ( Sai Master Geo environmental

Services Pvt. Ltd.), an organization involved in

providing regenerative and holistic design

solutions for water harvesting and

purification, soil management for roads and

hill slopes, development and design of

environmental friendly building materials, to

corporate and government bodies since 2008.

As an internationally recognized certifled Permaculture* Design Consultant, he has

been involved in design and implementation of several land design projects in making

them ecologically sustainable and economically profitable, both in urban and rural

scenarios. As a certified permaculture teacher and sustainability expert, he has
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in the areas MS office, excel and preparation of power point slides in computer labs

by faculty of CSE department. They have been given exposure to use the above

technical skills in their academics confidently. Later students were given an

opportunity to give a power point presentation on their selected topic as a mock

session to boost up their confidence levels. This session was organized and

evaluated by faculty of English.

Bridge course: Basic concepts of various engineering disciplines were explained by

the respective department faculty members. The sessions made students to be

confident on their core branches. They have given fundamental knowledge to the

students.

Vl. Lectures bY Eminent SPeakers

Report on Yandamoori Veerendranath's Personality Development Session

"lt's not the load that breaks you down. lt's the way you carry it."

One of the most important tasks of a teacher is to motivate the students and see that it

is sustained. A regular dose of motivation will

keep the students go in the right track in their

academics and also pave the right path to

their bright future.

So, it has been proposed by AICTE that the

freshmen need a bit of motivation to keep

them go ahead, enable them to do the best in their course with all vigor and enthusiasm

and reach their full potential. The intention is to usher the freshman towards realizing

their personal drive, commitment towards their goals, readiness and willingness to act

on and being optimistic
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F lndividually

F Professionally

! Emotionally and

! Socially

lnner Engineering is to modern one's

emotions, impulses and actions to

achieve one's goals in life. Mr BSN

Murthy imputed the students by saying

"Goal is a time bound action to achieve

one's aim", so dream, desire, effort and

reach success. He also has quoted the

Mr BSN Murthy has narrated a story of a middle class father and his son, where the son

misunderstands his father irrespective of all the efforts made by the father and comforts

provided to the son. Through this he has given a message to the students that, one

should think from the other's side too.

The best things in life are earned by making "daily deposits" into the "efforts account"

needed to achieve success. There must be a purpose to one's life. Experience the

sweet pain by keeping the end in the mind. He has instructed the students to transform
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statements of Swamy Vivekananda uttered at Chikago in response to the commenl on

lndians by one of the foreigner i.e., "ln lndia Character builds the Personality whereas in

foreign a tailor designs the Personality'. By quoting this he has motivated the students

towards designing their own and the best Personality.

He instructed the students should not be in comfort zone, if they are in such kind of a

zone, understand that nothing is permanent in one's life. He quoted that good

characters leads to good personality and bad characters to bad personality and also the

character comes from the values one possess and good values leads to good

character.
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Mr BSN Murthy has concluded his speech by quoting Mahatma Gandhi's quote,

"l will not let anyone walk through my mind with their dirty feet", which indirectly signs

the students to inculcate such kind of thinking and qualities. This has been a real

motivation to the teenage students. Finally the students understood that they have to

practice the inner engineering to achieve their goals.

CULTURE AND PATRIOTISM by Mr Prasad, from Skill and Knowledge

Development.

Mr Prasad has inspired the students by his speech as part of the induction program at

Vignan lnstitute of Technology and Science. He has introduced the students various

best personalities to motivate them to acquire at least a

few best qualities from them.

Mr Prasad has related an incident in which Ravindranath

Tagore has visited Japan as a chief guest to one of the

event. Japan is a well developed nation and highly popular

for the electronic products and are also so careful about

their products. This nation has about 2000 years of History

and possesses a great culture and civilization. Their

admired lord is Buddha. He praised their love for the

nation, quoting a child's response to a question raised by

the guest.

Mr Prasad has discussed about the lndian Epics where he praised Lord Krishna and his

powers. He also stated the intensity of love and caring of Krishna towards the protection

of the people and the universe.

The regard of Swamy Vivekananda for the nation is appreciated and explored the

exploration of Vivekananda throughout the world in regard to the Religion and

preservation of the culture of our Nation. Swamy Vivekananda's address in the World
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